
CHAPTIIR V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter will deal with the conclusion of this study and

suggestions for further researchers.

5.1 Conclusion

Even though, as stated in 1994 GBPP, rvriting does not get much

emphasis, it is in fact also an irnporlant language skill that sl.rould be leamt by

senior high school students. However, some students consider that it is diff icult to

leam rvriting. Some of them stil1 get confused in finding the ideas and then

arrange them into a composition. They also feel bored when following the writing

class. To overcome this condition, certain techniques sl.rould be applied in a

r,vriting class in order to help and cncourage students to be motivated in learning

writing.

In this study, picture series and dialogues rvere chosen as the

techniques to teach writing for the second year students of senior high school. So

far, in some studies that had been l.reld at the English Department of Widya

Mandala Catholic University Surabaya, picture series l.rad been proved to be an

effective technique to be used to teach writing. By using picture series, students

were rlore interested and active in following the writing class, Picture series bring

a different atmosphere in to the classroorn and can erase the writing class

monotony. After they got the treatment, ideas came to tl.reir mind and then they



started to arrange their compositiorr. Meanwhile, a dialogue is a suggested

technique to be used as the aid to teach writing. Dialogue can also arise the

students' attention ar.rd motivation in learning writing. They can be more excited

and involved in the teaching leaming activity. Besides, dialogues also consist of

vocabulary and sentence pattem that can be directly leaint by sludents at the time

they discussed the dialogue. The application of picture series and dialogues rn

teaching writing for the second year students of senior high school can erase

monotonous and the boredom in a writing class. Those techniques also can make

the class l ivelier.

This experimental study was done in SMUK Santo Hendrikus Jl.

Arief Rahman Hakim No. 40-44 Surabaya. As the sample of this study were the

second year students of this senior high school. The classes that rvere chosen as

the sarnple were the heterogeneous classes with the same level of ability.

After picture series and dialogues were given as the aid to teach

narative writing to the second year students of SMuK. St. Hendr.ikus Surabaya, it

was found out that there is a significant difference between groups. picture senes

gave more positive influence to the students' writing achievement than dialogues.

Students were more interested when they were taught by using picture series. Fol

tirem series of picture were easier to be understood to help thern to gain icieas and

more attractive to be leamt than lists of words in the fbrm of clialogues. Studerits

in this school were still not able to get advantages from the contents of the

dialogues such as the sentences pattems and the vocabulary that could help them

in composirrg a narrative paragraph.
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From tluee times of treatments that had been given to the students,

the results ale always significant. The results of the t-observations (to's) are

always higher than t-table. For the fir'st treatment the to is 2.177, for the second

treatmerrt the to is 3.957, and for the third treatment the to is 3.358 while the total

t -observat ionfor thosetreatments are3.344.  Wi tht - tab leof  1 .67i  so i tmeansthat

Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted for all tl.re treatmeuts.

A11 in ail, both picture series and dialogues could be used as the

altematives teaching aids to teach narrative writing in order to help the studer.rts to

increasc their writing achievement since each of them has its own benefits.

However, {br the second year students of SMUK. St.Hendrikus Surabaya, picture

series were tuore effective to be used as the aid to teacl.r narrative writing. Alter all

those two techniques should be applied in such a way so it can really guide and

facilitate students ir.r leaming to write

5 .2 Suggestious

The writer realizes that the study that she has held is far from

perfect. There are some points that should get rnore attention from further

researchers in order to make the next research become better than this study and

the result of the experiment wiil be more representative. Each of the points will

be discussed as follows:



The Materials

Materials that are give'to the students also give influence to the

result of the experiment study. The irnportant thing that should be considered in

choosing the materials is the material should be suitable with the level of ability of

the second year students of senior high school. This cor.rdition can be fulfilled by

over looking the thernes for the senior high school students as stated rn 1994

GBBP and also by consulting the materials with the Enelish teachers of the

selected school.

For the materials, both picture series and the dialogues, the

teacher selects them witl.r topics that are related with the students, experiences and

interests. such materials can make students more interested in following the class

activity. colorful picture series are possibie to be used. Tliey might erase the

monotony in the writing class by giving something different than usual. L.r

explaining the picture series, including giving the questions, the teacher should

speak loudly and carefully to guide students to understand the pictures. For

dialogues, choose and select dialogues of which the vocabulary is easily

understood by tlie secorrd year students and related to their life. The dialogues

should not be long. Short but meaningful dialogue is more important so that

students will not find difficulty in understanding the topic of a dialogue. As the

model, the teacher should be able to practice the dialogues in fi.ont of the class in

such a way to attract the students' attention so they can get involved into the class

activity. The teacher should become a good r.nodel for the studelts ir.r readins the



dialogues. The stress, intonation and the tone of every sentence should be correct

because tlre students rvill follow the way their leacher practices the dialogues.

Time Allocation

According to 1994 SMU GBBP, there are seven sections each day

for intra-cunicular activity. Every section is 45 minutes. Since this experimental

study is done during intra-curricular liour, it rneans that the time duration of each

treatmeut of this experimental study is 45 minutes. It is quite a short time to give

treatment to the students. That is why the tirne accuracy is needed in giving the

treatment. Soon after entering the classroom, the teacher sirould be abie to contr-ol

tire class condition so the treatment can directly be done. And also during the

treatment, tlie teacher sliould be able to manage the class to make the class

activities go srnoothly.

Giving the treatments outside the official hours is another

alten-rative for other researches if they want to develop more creativity in teaching

tl.re students. The English extra-curricular classes can be used as the satnple. There

the teacher will have more time to give the treatments and that might give a better

resuit. However, the problem is that not all senior high school have English as the

extra-cun'icuiar activity so when they want to do an experilltent during extra-

curricular time, they should find out r.vl.rether the school has an English extra-

curricular classes.



T reatments

Because of the l imited time, the treatment in this experimental

study is only held three times. The treatments are done in a short period of tirne on

different days. It wili be much better if each treatment of both gl'oups is given on

the same day. All the treatments are given in a week since there are only three

times of treatments for each group. This is done in order to control the result of

the treatrnents. For other researches, it will be better to give tl-re tl'eatments more

than three tirnes since it wrll give a better result and also make the result of the

study more representatives.
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